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On our Cover:
Our cover shot was taken by Nikonians co-founder J. Ramón Palacios (jrp) during Christmas in Mexico last year. He used his Nikon D700, with AF-S NIKKOR 14-24mm f/2.8G
ED lens at f/7.1, 1/60 sec exposure and bounced his SB-900 Speedlight to capture the image. Since that shot was taken, most of his digital photo processing gear was hit by
the forces of nature and he has set up a new “digital darkroom.” His experience could serve as a source of suggestions for our members who may also be starting from scratch.
You’ll find the article on page 6.
This Page: Nikonians co-founder Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs), captured this scenic while attending the 7th Annual Nikonians Photo Adventure Trip in Yellowstone National Park, USA.
He used a Nikon D200 with an aperture of f/11 and ISO set to 100. We’re using this favorite from five years ago to remind our members that our 12th ANPAT attendees are
sending in their images for a special ANPAT edition of the eZine (coming next month).The special edition will highlight their field notes from New Mexico in October.
THE NIKONIAN™ is copyrighted © Nikonians EMEA Ltd 2012. All rights reserved. Nikonians® is a registered trademark. Our domains, products and services are not
associated or affiliated with the Nikon Corporation. All images are copyright of the respective photographers. Chief Editor Tom Boné (flashdeadline@nikonians.org). Design and
Production provided by Kristina Nessl, Executive Office Manager, enprovia® Software Engineering s.r.o. Our circulation: Over 150,000 copies of this publication are downloaded
within the first three months of being issued.
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Editorial
Our special edition in time for the Holidays
This edition of our eZine is the first of two special editions hitting the publication wire over the Internet before we close out our 12th year. The second will
come in mid-December, featuring images and field notes from our 12th Annual
Nikonians Photo Adventure Trip (ANPAT).
Keeping in mind the upcoming
Holiday Season we are concentrating on articles dealing with
setting up new systems and gift
purchasing ideas. You may notice we are striving to use the
politically correct “Holidays” reference as much as possible and
that is out of the understanding
that many of our members do
not celebrate the season in the
same manner. As a young child, I was raised in Mexico knowing Christmas
would be celebrated from mid-December to early January, with a host of special observances and celebrations marking each day.
JRP
Administrator
Charter Member
Co-Founder
32,015 posts

My friend and co-founding partner Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs) grew up in Sweden,
and he would probably, and proudly, tell you that everyone knows the home
for Santa Claus is located in the northern tip of the Scandinavian peninsula
(near the Arctic Circle). But, that was our experience, and although it is shared
in one manner or another worldwide, we all have a different cultures and religions forming our traditions. Our community, now has representatives of over
170 nations. That is why, we don’t push any specific approach other than to
take this opportunity to wish you the best during a very special time of the
year.
This is also a time when many of us give thanks. Our many members in the USA
even have a special Holiday devoted to that theme. On behalf of Bo and our
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by J. Ramón Palacios (jrp)
small group of dedicated nikonians.org administrative and technical specialists,
I would like to thank our hard-working moderating team for their continued
support throughout the year. They are the backbone of our community. They
do their best to maintain our reputation as a friendly site with an emphasis on
sharing reliable information and ideas in a polite and professional manner.
The coming year brings another 12 months of Nikon developments. Some are
surely going to be great and some will have us scratching our heads, but we
can all enjoy the adventure together.
In the meantime, you may have already noticed slight changes in our site, all
designed to enhance your membership experience.
We have instituted our “recommended by members” function and are slowly
but surely recognizing key players for their contributions to the community
with special ribbons signifying their achievements on our behalf.
These are slow and carefully paced enhancements designed to continue serving
your needs, because we have primarily considered ourselves to be a “memberdriven” community. When we see the need for changes, we add and modify
with the distinct goal of making the transitions easy to understand and follow.
To that end, you will see changes coming in our newsletter and eZine format
and an increase in valuable articles. We have recently been highlighting the
addition of Josh Larkin’s articles on lighting and are looking forward to the
newest NikoniansPress/Rocky Nook Mastering series book from Darrell Young,
Mastering the Nikon D600.
Bo and I would like to take this opportunity to wish you a happy and safe Holiday season. We are both conversant in more than one language and could easily make those wishes in our native tongue, but because we are a community
devoted to a Japanese camera,
I will close with their greeting “Meri Kurisumasu.”

Membership levels
Nikonians offers several levels of membership. Of course there is a free, basic membership good for a trial period, that you can now extend
indefinitely depending on interactivity, but we invite you to enjoy the fun and benefits of Silver, Gold and Platinum membership levels providing
you with sell & buy opportunities, image upload, free shipping and more. Nikonians is a not-for-profit community. All capital generated through
our operations (The Nikonians Community, The PhotoProShop and The Nikonians Academy) are reinvested to sustain our growth. Each membership counts and we take this opportunity to thank you for your support!
Bo Stahlbrandt and J. Ramón Palacios, Founders of Nikonians

Access our free forum areas.
Learn, share and participate in lively discussions
Receive our newsletters, podcasts and RSS feeds
Receive our eZine THE NIKONIAN™ as PDF
Access our fast search portal NikoScope™

Everything in the Silver level plus
Your exclusive Nikonians personal Photographer’s ID
Get your personal Nikonians Business Card
Write access to the Nikonians Wiki
Your own personal blog at Nikonians
Your own personal email address at Nikonians

Image gallery
Your personal image gallery with many features.
Participate in photo contests
Participate in the Annual Best of Nikonians Images
Photo Contest. Prizes are awarded during the year as
well as in the contest finals.
Access to classifieds section
Buy and sell your gear in our Buy and Sell Forums
Access to Nikonians workshops & tours
Access to Nikonians events
Upload and link to images in forums
Rebates and more!

Everything in the Silver and Gold level
plus free shipping in the Photo Pro Shop,
larger gallery, free access to events
Access to Platinum Lounge
Free access to the Nikonians Business Directory, the
Orange Pages

A membership starts as low as $25 USD per year
or less than 7 cents a day. Join today at
www.nikonians.org/membership
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Building your own digital imaging PC
Lessons learned
the hard way are often the best
JRP
Administrator
Charter Member
Co-Founder
32,015 posts
He has been building his own computers over the
last 12 years.
What do you do when you have to build from
scratch?
It seems timely that as our members in the Northeast USA recover from the devastation of their recent Hurricane Sandy experience that I relay the steps needed in my
area to rebuild under similar circumstances.
A recent series of tropical storms and huge energy demands for air-conditioning at
night in the midst of the worst heat waves on record made power go out. Then it
came back in blasting surge spikes that no preventive system could stand for long.
Transformers kept exploding around my home. At the end of the scaring sounds and
fireworks, my five-year old PC burned, along with its uninterruptible power supply
(UPS), a freezer and two TV sets. Forensic dictums on the PC were most educating
but painful. Two emergency laptops died in the same period of time and for the same
reasons. A robust new machine had to come home.
Thanks to fellow Nikonians, my photography has become better as well as my understanding of what makes a computer an enjoyable and effective tool for post-processing. What follows is my attempt of a brief but thorough recount of the reasoning
behind my new computer, both from my own experience and the collective knowledge of Nikonians. With a budget of $3,000 USD, some compromises were necessarily made.
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The new order of priorities
1. Display and Color Management
2. Boot, Storage and Scratch Cache
3. Memory
4. Video card with its own RAM
5. Fast Processor
6. Reliable Motherboard
7. Quiet Case with large fans
8. Adequate Power unit.
Monitor and Calibrator - Get the best monitor you can buy and a professional monitor calibrator
Most guides found online emphasized RAM as the critical item for retouching. Others emphasize a very fast processor. However, if you cannot have a true WYSIWYG
(What You See Is What You Get) system, from capture to display, the fastest machine
serves little purpose and that is why –if you can afford it- spending in a good and
large (24”) monitor and calibrator overrides other considerations, no matter how
valid.
If you are making a budget, these two components, monitor and calibrator, should
on the average represent 35 to 55% of the total expenditure, unfortunately on a
larger budget amount if you are a high-end volume commercial professional. Acceptable quality color LCD 24” monitors are now in the range of $400 to $550 at
the lower bracket. I found nothing worthwhile in the $550 to $1,200 medium range,
except for larger screens that will only magnify the compromises made at the lower
bracket. The only exception I found (later) is the NEC PA241W-BK 24” Widescreen
for about $780 Prices vary from $1,250 to $7,500 USD from the high to the very
high end. For the budget I had for building a new computer, I settled on a relatively
affordable wide-view backlit LCD monitor, the Dell Ultra Sharp 24”, model U2412M
for $370. Now they do have an even better one, the U2410 for about $430, while
mine has dropped its price to less than $250. Oh well. It is nevertheless superior
to any “Home”, “Office” or “Business” monitor. Not the very best, however with
IPS technology (In-Plane Switching) these monitors don’t show any color corruption when not viewed straight-on, with consistent and accurate color across the LCD
screen, wide color gamut and High Dynamic Contrast Ratio. Also, they seem finally
rid of banding in gradients.

Building your own digital imaging PC
At the high end of super monitors are the HP Dream Color Professional, the Eizo CG
and NEC PA series. Now
don’t compare any of these
side by side with a Dell or
an iMac. You’ll want to cry
looking at the real differences. So, yes, you will be
missing much, but, when on
a budget calibrate it with a
professional calibrator and
do it frequently. The controls
in the panel are typically
worthless.
For calibration, I chose the
datacolor Spyder4 Pro and
may soon upgrade to the
Spyder4 Elite as I now also
need to calibrate a projector.
Disks
For boot and programs – A fast boot disk works wonders
Solid State Drives (SSD) are fantastic. No moving parts, all is electronic. They give
you read/write speeds unheard of in mechanical spinning disks, making them a
first choice for booting. I chose a Kingston 240GB SSD ATA device for booting and
programs, based on local availability, price ($240 USD) and reported reliability, with
a 3-year warranty. Other units worth considering are those by Crucial, OCZ, Intel,
Samsung and Sandisk.
Now I have the choice of using the SSD for the cache of ViewNX2, Capture NX2, and
Photoshop, instead of using external disks for that. Some repeated testing shows the
ability to open 19.1MB NEF file under 3 seconds into unopened Capture CNX2, and
its corresponding 69MB TIF file in ONE SECOND! Saving? Instantaneous. Of course
filling up and cleaning out the cache may somewhat reduce the SSD life span since
data retention is sensitive to the number of Program/Erase (P/E) cycles, but such is
life. I will therefore soon consider the additional purchase of one extra 120GB SSD,
exclusively dedicated to imaging scratch cache.
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For storage and backup – Reliability is a must. Speed is also important
here
Two 2TB RE SAS Western Digital 7,200RPM hard drives in a Raid configuration.
This brand and model was chosen for reliability, accuracy and speed. You may save a
little on other brands and models, but remember that the goal is to build something
for enjoyment and efficiency. There is no need to accept that hard drives may die on
you when least expected, like when doing backups, loosing important files.
Memory – Get as much as you can
Prices of memory have gone down. It makes no sense
to have less than 16GB of RAM. OK, OK, I went for
32GB because I am more frequently than not into
multi-tasking. Yes, depending on processor and operating system (OS), the difference may be more noticeable
from 8 to 16GB, than from 16 to 32GB, but it pays to
go up, judging from the results mentioned above. The
pains begin when you ran out of RAM.
Video card – At least a 1GB video card
When I was running on Windows XP and Photoshop
CS2, what the video card (GPU) was made not much of
a difference. But it does today. You may say “I am not a
gamer”, however, with Adobe and other software makers incorporating 64-bit, video card acceleration and
3D imaging performance, you do need a card that can take advantage from those
added features. A 1GB video card is good value and you will unlikely need more for
top notch responsiveness to changes in your images while post-processing. A card
to seriously consider is the AMD ATI FirePro V4800 with 1GB of RAM, it has received
splendid reviews. I got the cpu-integrated Intel HD Graphics, 2GB, for sharp images,
smooth video and HD experience, and to be ready for when I add a monitor for
tools, keeping the other one just for the image.
Processor – You don’t need the latest but speed does count
The difference between Intel i5 and i7 Quad-core processors of similar clock speed is
now of only about $100 USD, so to choose i7 was easy. I ordered the Intel i7 3770K
@ 3.50 GHz Quad Core. This is one amongst the top five sellers today.

Building your own digital imaging PC
Released early in 2012, there is by now a wealth of feedback on it in specialized
forums from users that attest to its quality and reliability. Yes, there are even faster
CPUs available but with much less feedback and pushing me out of budget. Furthermore, slowdowns in post-processing do not usually come from not enough processing power as much as insufficient RAM.
Motherboard – Look for proven reliability and
expandability
Motherboard technology has also changed from what
it was 5 years ago. Now, it is not only the means
to connect everything together. It also provides a
chipset that serves to access additional software
features of the CPU and its integrated components,
like improved video-conversion tasks speeds and
graphics, and more. For reliability and performance,
I bought the ASUS P8Z68-V, giving me the needed
DIMM slots for up to 32GB of RAM with overclocking support, two PCI Express 3.0
x16 slots for two video cards to work in tandem, four 6-gbps SATA ports, four 3-gbps
ports, Bluetooth, VGA, DVI and HDMI ports, two USB 3.0 ports, and six USB 2.0
ports. Remember to consider the current quality of their components and reliability
when you are up to building or ordering your new PC. What worked for me this year
may change in coming months or years.
Quiet Case with large fans – Get a roomy and well cooled one
If you spend a lot of time at the computer, you don’t want it noisy. It will get to your
nerves eventually and make you lose concentration and change your habitual mood.
Make it as big as possible, so you have plenty of room to maneuver inside of it when
adding, upgrading, or changing components. Gamer cases are good at this.
Another important issue is cooling. Choose one that has large fans. They work better than those with more but smaller ones, since they move a larger volume of air. I
chose the Antec Nine Hundred, for $100 USD. It has two 120mm front fans and one
top-mounted 200mm fan, with a 4th exhaust 120mm fan at the rear. Space for two
optional 120mm fans to cool graphic cards and CPU. Nine drive bays, seven expansion slots. The chassis takes micro and standard ATX motherboards. Power and reset
button at the top, with two USB 2 ports, one firewire port and audio input/output
that I use for my headphones. Very nice.
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Adequate Power Supply Unit (PSU) –
Don’t run short
It is important to use a power supply unit capable of outputting over the calculated recommended wattage to prevent system instability,
random reset, unexpected shutdown, or similar
problems caused due to insufficient power. I
used a calculator provided by ASUS
With anticipated growth of internal disks and
other devices the calculator suggested 750
Watts. So I bought an 850 Watts power supply
with a lot of acronyms:
OCP
OVP
UVP
SCP
OPP
OTP
SIP
NLO
BOP

Over Current Protection		
Over Voltage Protection		
Under Voltage Protection
Short Circuit Protection		
Over Power Protection		
Over Temperature Protection
Surge & Inrush Protection
No Load Operation		
Brown-Out Protection		

Against too high current output
Against too high voltage output
Against too low voltage output
Against short-circuits
Against over-loading
Against over-heating
Against too much AC current
Improves stability at low loads
Against brown-outs of the AC grid

An Antec High Current Pro 850W Power Supply HCP-850 for $210
After gathering all of the parts, some bought as combos to save, I had it assembled,
cabled and tested by my favorite computer shop. They surely did a better job that I
could do myself and faster.
A final note on OS – Stay on windows 7
– Windows 8 is not yet a trouble-free upgrade
Windows 7, 64-bit is the way to go now. Also, make sure all of your software is 64bit enabled so it can fly with your new machine. For now, Windows 8 represents too
big of a leap forward potentially creating disruptions.

End of Year Photography Purchase Guide
It’s clearly the time to
buy
Darrell Young (DigitalDarrell) is author of the
NikoniansPress/Rocky Nook Mastering the
Nikon DSLR series of books. The series includes
the new Mastering the Nikon D800, along
with previous Mastering books on the D7000,
D300/D300S, D700 (co-authored with James
Johnson), D90, D5000, and D3000.
eBooks are available as both print and ebooks
(in multiple formats) from fine vendors such as
Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble, OReilly Media,
and other book retailers.
He joined the community in the year 2000, and his literary contributions led to his
invitation to become a Founding Member of the Nikonians Writers Guild.
As each year ends, the thoughts
of many Nikonians turn to buying
camera equipment. For those in the
commercial photography business
it’s time to invest in new equipment
for tax write offs. For many of us it
is time for annual holiday spending.
This is clearly a time to buy. Hence,
we have the question: What Nikon
goodies and support accessories
should I consider for myself and
family?
New FX Cameras
2012 has presented the most exciting full-frame (FX) Nikon DSLR cameras we’ve seen in years. First we have Figure 1.0 – Nikon’s new FX Lineup for 2012
Nikon’s new D4 (US $5,996), with its
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16-megapixel (MP) sensor, high image quality and video, and simply blazing speed.
Next are the incredible 36 MP Nikon D800 (US $2,999) and D800E (US $3,299) cameras, with amazing medium-format level image resolution and the widest dynamic
range ever seen in a production digital camera.
Finally, there is the new 24 MP Nikon D600 (US $2,096.95), boasting the lowest cost
for a Nikon FX camera (figure 1.0). The D600 is excellent for those wanting full-frame
on a budget and the highest possible image quality—number three in the world, only
slightly behind the Nikon D800 and D800E. If nothing but a new FX camera will do,
your choices are excellent.
Nikon’s FX camera body line is rather complete now, along with their FX lens line. You
can choose from the highest quality camera body (D4) to the lowest cost camera body
(D600) and lenses for both camera levels. The two Nikon D800 models bring up the
middle range. All that seems to be missing is the D4X, which I suspect will be along
shortly (as they say in my native Tennessee). Will it be 36 megapixels, like the D800
line, with the robust build of the D4 and have 6 to 8 frames per second—with a price
tag to match? Time will tell. These are truly exciting times for FX’rs!
Here are links to Nikon USA’s website for each of the new FX cameras:
Nikon D4:
http://bit.ly/QfydKi
Nikon D800/E: http://bit.ly/Qfyo8f
Nikon D600:
http://bit.ly/Qfyr3P
Mature FX Cameras
The release of so many excellent new FX cameras has not seriously lowered the value
of older FX models—such as the 24 MP Nikon D3X, and 12 MP D3S, D3, and D700.
These are all powerhouses with a cost somewhat easier on limited budgets, except for
the D3X, which still commands a premium price as a new camera (US$ 6,999) and
provides a body able to take high-levels of commercial use without blinking (figure
2.0). Finally, don’t forget the Nikon F6 (US $2,499), if you still have the urge to shoot
film with the best 35mm film camera in production (figure 3.0).

End of Year Photography Purchase Guide
Here are links to Nikon
USA’s website for the mature FX cameras still listed
as new stock:
Nikon D3X:
http://bit.ly/QfyDQR
Nikon D700:
http://bit.ly/QfySes
Nikon F6:
http://bit.ly/QfyOLT

Figure 2.0 – Nikon’s mature FX Lineup
New DX Cameras
Due to the earthquake in Japan and floods in Thailand, Nikon has fallen a little behind on their schedule
for new APS-C sensor (DX) camera releases. Many
in the DX camp are waiting, with varying degrees of
patience, for a renewal of the DX line, due to begin
in Spring 2013. The only new DX cameras released in
2012 are the budget cost, yet powerful Nikon D3200
and the just released on November 6th, 24.1 MP
Figure 3.0 – Nikon F6 35mm Nikon D5200 (figure 4.0).
film camera
These new D3200 and D5200 cameras, with their 24
MP sensors and 1080p video are setting new standards for what a basic DSLR camera
should be (if you can call such complex cameras basic). They have everything a nonprofessional user—and even some professional users—could want in an HD-SLR camera, including not only the ability to let the camera do everything for you, but also to
switch into semi-auto or manual modes for those times you feel especially creative. For
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anyone on a budget or
who prefers a smallerbodied,
light-weight
camera, the Nikon
D3200 or D5200 are
great choices for 2012.
The brand-new Nikon
D5200, with its 24
MP sensor, vari-angle Figure 4.0 – Nikon D3200 and D5200, 24 MP HD-SLRs
screen, 5-fps frame
shooting rate, 39-point
autofocus system, full
HD 1080p video, built-in stereo microphone, and up to 25,600 ISO sets new standards
for small cameras. This HD-SLR is an enthusiast’s camera. It will even be preferred over
the D7000 by many for its higher resolution and vari-angle screen. Talk about a camera
for hiking and travel! Imagine using that vari-angle screen for 24 MP macro shots. The
D5200 comes in three different colors, depending on your personality, you can choose
which best suits your mood - Red, Bronze, or Black. I know I want one. My location
in the USA may have me waiting until January because it appears the D5200 will be
available in Europe first, followed by stocking in the USA in early 2013.
The new Nikon D3200 has a street price of about US $596.95 with an 18-55mm VR
zoom lens. As this article was being written no firm price had yet been announced
for the new D5200, but we do know it will be available for pre-order soon and will
start being delivered on December 6th. I suspect the camera will street for around US
$799.95 with a kit lens.
Nikon D3200:
Nikon D5200:

http://bit.ly/R4PcMb
http://bit.ly/Re9LpG

Mature DX Cameras
The line of mature DX cameras is quite good for 2012 with the 12 MP semi-pro Nikon
D300S (US $1,696.95), the 16 MP enthusiast Nikon D7000 (US $996.95), the 16 MP
prosumer Nikon D5100 ($576.95), and the 14 MP consumer Nikon D3100 (US $476.95
in kit form). Some choices have to be made if you are considering the DX line for purchase in 2012 (figure 5.0). What DX cameras will Nikon release in the near future?

End of Year Photography Purchase Guide
Most of us expect the
24 MP DX Nikon D400
by springtime, unless
we have a surprise announcement before the
end of the year, and the
DX Nikon D7200 and
D5200 should appear
sometime in 2013. Do
you have the patience
to wait until 2013 for
a new DX purchase? If
not, you have plenty of
great choices now.
The Nikon D300S and
even its older sister the
Nikon D300 are still
readily available and
Figure 5.0 – Nikon’s mature DX Lineup
excellent cameras. The
D300S is listed by Nikon
as a new camera, where the D300 was discontinued but is easily available on places
like eBay, Nikonians.org (I want to sell), and Craigslist, along with many camera stores.
The Nikon D300S and D7000 cameras have gained tremendous respect and are fully
able to shoot premium images and will for many years to come. Recently there have
been price reductions on many of Nikon’s mature DX cameras, allowing you to purchase the one you want at a reduced cost.
If you have little money to spend and want to own or give someone excellent DX quality, you may want to consider the Nikon D5100 and D3100. I just purchased a brandnew Nikon D5100 with 18-55mm kit lens for my son at the reduced price of only US
$576.95. Some places still have it listed at over US $600, but if you do a little internet
searching several well-known and reliable camera stores have the D5100 body listed
at less than US $500 and kit for just over US $550. The D5100 is a mini-D7000, with
the majority of the D7000’s features in a smaller body and the convenient vari-angle
monitor screen. It is a fine choice for anyone who wants excellent 16 MP images, having the same sensor as the Nikon D7000. The Nikon D5100 may have the most feature
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and best price for your money in 2012. It is my sleeper choice for 2012.
Finally, the D3100, still available as new camera stock, is the price leader for 2012,
listed at several camera dealers in kit form, with the AF-S Nikkor 18-55mm lens, at only
US $476.95. This 14 MP camera is a great choice for those who can’t afford to spend
a lot but still want extremely high-quality images and excellent HD video.
Here are links to Nikon USA’s website for the mature Nikon DX cameras:
Nikon D300S:
Nikon D7000:
Nikon D5100:
Nikon D3100:

http://bit.ly/R4WaAN
http://bit.ly/QfDpxK
http://bit.ly/QfE0zt
http://bit.ly/R4XzYi

New CX Format Cameras
Nikon surprised everyone with the J1 and V1 cameras last year. The rumor mill had been
predicting a Nikon mirrorless interchangeable lens camera (ILC or MILC), otherwise
known as CSC (compact system camera) and EVIL (electronic viewfinder interchangeable lens) camera. While quite a mouthful to describe, the cameras disappointed some
because they did not have at least an APC-C sensor, like the DX line. However, Nikon
added so many neat
automatic features to
the cameras, and their
sensors handled noise
so well, that the new
CX line quickly caught
on with Nikonians
wanting a small, yet
powerful, carry camera. The new CX line is
downright fun to use.
But wait, there’s more
(I’ve always wanted to
say that). Nikon has
released a brand-new
series of CX mirrorless

Figure 6.0 – Nikon J2 and V2 mirrorless ILC cameras

End of Year Photography Purchase Guide
cameras for 2012, the 10 MP Nikon 1 J2 and 14 MP Nikon V2 (figure 6.0). By keeping
the megapixel rating at a reasonable level, the new J2 and V2 cameras offer amazingly
good image quality with NEF (RAW) and JPEG modes, full HD video (1080p at 30 fps),
and unbelievable 10, 30, or 60 fps burst speed for action shooting, talk about a wildlife
(or wild kids) camera!
The price is reasonable for such high-quality cameras, especially with all the “instant
savings” ads running in most camera stores. The 10 MP Nikon J2, with a 10-30mm
VR zoom lens will only set you back about US$ 546.95 in most places. The new, even
more powerful 14 MP Nikon V2, with its electronic viewfinder (it’s somewhat evil looking) sells for about US $796.95. The V2 even includes an i-TTL compatible hot shoe for
an optional Speedlight flash, just like its bigger HD-SLR cousins.
If you’ve wanted a
small, somewhat pocketable camera with
great image quality
and a reasonable price,
check out the new V2
and J2. Maybe your
partner, child, family member, or friend,
who is not yet ready
for a DSLR, would do
better with a smaller
Figure 7.0 – Nikon J1 and V1 mvirrorless ILC cameras
mirrorless camera like
a Nikon CX model. It will provide better image quality than a basic Coolpix camera
and even allow experimentation with some of the finer things in photography, such as
shooting in RAW mode or going completely manual in exposure modes.

Mature CX Format Cameras
Just like the mature FX and DX lines, there is a mature CX line too. Only a few months
ago, Nikon introduced the CX line with the slightly more mature, yet still brand-new
stock Nikon V1 and V2 mirrorless cameras. For maximum savings sometimes the previous model is the best deal. It is new enough to have all the great features, but old
enough to save some serious bucks!
The 10 MP Nikon J1 camera has an even more sizable instant savings deals going in
many stores. Where it used to sell for about US $600, you can now acquire the camera
for about US $446.95 with a 10-30mm VR zoom lens. I’ve even seen a few stores carrying an amazing deal where the J1 camera and a 10-30mm and 30-110mm lens are
bundled into a US$ 596.95 price. Quite nice! The even more powerful 10 MP Nikon
V1, with its i-TTL hot shoe for a Speedlight flash is available for only US $549.95 with
the 10-30mm VR zoom lens.

The new CX line has many of the photography controls and functions found in the
much larger Nikon DSLRs, in a compact package that will make a great gift. Plus, they
come in all sorts of cool colors.
Here are some links to Nikon’s new CX camera line (J2 and V2):
Nikon J2: http://bit.ly/ROprOy
Nikon V2: http://bit.ly/ROpSbF
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Figure 8.0 – Mastering the Nikon DSLR Series Books
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The nice thing about the CX line is that, even though it has its own lens series, you can
use your current F-mount Nikkor lenses by getting the optional US $199.00 FT1 lens
mount adapter. Therefore, you can use your older and newer Nikkor lenses on the tiny
CX camera bodies. They are interchangeable lens cameras after all!
Here are some links to Nikon’s mature CX camera line (J2 and V2):
Nikon J1: http://bit.ly/VwpSmG
Nikon V1: http://bit.ly/VwpzZ0
Mastering the Nikon DSLR Series Books
Finally, and one of my favorite suggestions (for some obvious reasons), be sure and get
a Mastering the Nikon DSLR series book or ebook for your new DSLR purchases and
gifts. Mastering the Nikon D800 is available now for the D800 or D800E cameras and
you can pre-order Mastering the Nikon D600, which should be out in early 2013. Previous eBooks in the Mastering the Nikon DSLR series include full details on the Nikon
D700, D300/D300S, D90, D5000, and D3000 DSLR cameras.
Here’s a link to a webpage describing the Mastering the Nikon DSLR series:
http://bit.ly/ROqaz7
Nikonians Gold Membership
Each of the Mastering series books has a Nikonians Gold Membership 50% Discount
Coupon on the inside. You can save half off a one-year Nikonians Gold Membership
or extend your current membership by one year. What better gift than a year of Nikonians.org’s best features can you give a prospective, student, or professional photographer? If you use the membership coupon, your Mastering book is basically free.
Beyond Point-and-Shoot
One final suggestion is for the new book called Beyond Point-and-Shoot: Learning
to Use a Digital SLR or Interchangeable Lens Camera, by yours truly. Even if you fully
understand lenses, sensors, apertures, shutter speed, ISO, white balance, color space,
exposure modes, and histograms, many of your friends and family only wish they did.
Beyond Point-and-Shoot is designed to teach new photographers, who want to leave
behind the point-and-shoot world and progress into a DSLR or ILC mirrorless camera,
how to do it well. The book uses class-tested and proven teaching methods that make
the basic techniques of photography easy to understand.
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Here’s a link to a webpage describing Beyond Pointand-Shoot: http://bit.ly/VwqoRE
As 2012 winds down and 2013 roars in, a new season
for exciting digital photography is coming. Nikon has
recently given us some of the most interesting and powerful cameras in a long time, and the new year has much
promise for more exciting additions and maybe even a
few surprises!
Keep on capturing time…
Darrell Young (Digital Darrell)

“I found the quality of light with the new RFi light shapers to
be top-notch. One of the reasons for this is that all of the RFi
softboxes come with double layer diffusion, meaning that light
from the flash travels through two translucent panels to create
an amazingly soft effect. The benefit of the double diffusion
is that light is evenly spread from corner to corner with no
hotspots or darker areas.” - Mike Hagen, Nikonians Academy
Director
Read more, here
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ADVERTISEMENT

You’ve taught others about the relationship between
the aperture, shutter speed, and ISO sensitivity; therefore, you know how hard that can be. Why put yourself
through it again when Beyond Point-and-Shoot will do
it for you. If you are going to give someone an FX, DX,
or CX camera, get the book as a side-gift. It will make
a big difference in the photographic understanding and
satisfaction of the reader and new camera owner.

Photo Pro Shop Specials
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Holiday gift giving “out of the box” ideas
Looking back could lead to a priceless gift
Tom Boné
(flashdeadline)
Chief Editor
Member since
7-Apr-2002
3860 posts

Imagine yourself making a decision to buy a Holiday gift for one
of our co-founders, J. Ramón Palacios (jrp). I’m using him as an example because his Brief Love Story
article makes it easy. In the article
he mentions the Kodak Brownie
Holiday camera and notes it is “my
first camera” describing it further as
a gorgeous item of “brilliant chocolate Bakelite.”

This Nikon enthusiast has managed to handle or own every great Nikon camera or lens ever made. If he didn’t own it, he has been exposed to it in one way
or another through a series of international photo exhibitions, workshops, and
meetings with good friends at our Nikonians Annual Photo Adventure Trips
(ANPAT’s).
It is time to think “out of the box.”
In the USA we have pawn shops
and flea malls. My apologies to our
members across the globe for not
having the correct sources or names
for similar purchasing market places.
My point is there are many places
you can find used and old camera
gear. Sometimes “very old” may
be a more heartfelt purchase than a
“very new” (and more affordable)
item.
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By Tom Boné (flashdeadline)

Using the pawn shop or flea mall (and even garage sale) standard, we’re looking for an old camera.
Now, we need to know this gift-receiving person well. We need to know his (or
her) passion for photography and his history. In jrp’s case that is easy. His published article already tells us what camera has sentimental value to him. Now,
think about your gift for a fellow photographer. Do you look for that killer NIKKOR zoom costing a mint? On the other hand, do you also have a herd of kids
and grandchildren to accommodate in your budget?
Time to think out of the box,
and time to do some sneaky
research to make it work in
your favor.
Again, in the case of our cofounder, we already know.
But what about your friend?
You may already know he (or
she) started with a Polaroid
Swinger at the age of 12, or
perhaps a Kodak 110 Ektramax at the age of 10. If you
are not sure, take the time to
ask a few innocent questions
next time you are discussing
fond memories. Your secret
goal is to get as close as possible to the original. Then, you
want to find that same camera (as close to the exact model as possible).
Pawn shops, flea malls, even online eBay sources, will eventually get you to
your target.

Holiday gift giving “out of the box” ideas

This “innocent questions” routine is a tactic I used successfully in honoring an
old friend with a background in military photography back in the 1950’s. His
fondest recollection was his training with a 4x5 Speed Graphic.
Careful research eventually surfaced a Speed Graphic close to the model he
remembered. It didn’t work but was in good cosmetic shape. In the end, it was
nothing more than a very heavy and bulky paperweight, but for my friend it
was priceless.
This is your key: Make it priceless but make it affordable (for you). When you
are shopping the pawn stores and flea malls, you don’t want your seller knowing how important that item is in your eyes. You want to let them know it is
an “interesting” memento of days gone by and see what kind of deal you can
get.
We’re not just talking about cameras and
lenses. I recall a gift of a simple 35mm developing spool reel (with a roll of film spooled
on) that cost me only $2 USD which turned
into a priceless item for a friend that liked
to tell stories of the “good old days” when
he developed his own black and white
negatives in the dark.
The points is—think out of the box and
look backwards, knowing the sentimental
value you wish to share with your friend or
loved one. In a case like this—cost is not as
important as your ability to make your gift
uniquely memorable.
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Just make sure you have the exact camera nailed down. There is a distinct difference between the Kodak Ektramax and the Ektralite 400.

Travel tips from a non-travelling photographer
Josh Larkin (tonupbandit) is a Vermont-based
photographer, web designer and writer. He’s considered himself an artist all of his life, studying
painting and fine art the School of the Museum of
Fine Arts in Boston, MA in 1992. He later went on
to study history and pursued a career in journalism
in Vermont. He began making photographs with
a point-and-shoot in 2005 and developed a passion for the medium in 2008 when he was given
a Nikon D70s to play with. Since then, his work
has been published by numerous Vermont news
and media outlets. In 2012 he decided to focus on
his photography business and has been working
with clients and news outlets in the Northeastern
United States on various photography and web
projects. Josh’s work can be seen at www.joshlarkinphotography.com.

by Josh Larkin (tonupbandit)

Do a bit of pre-game research
This one is pretty obvious. Before I go anywhere I fire up the Google and
start searching for things and places that might make for good photo opportunities. I look for high locations if I want to get panoramas and use Google
Maps Street View mode to scope out the areas right around where I’ll be
staying. If I see a park or a monument, I’ll research it a little more to see if it
looks worthy of my time. Maybe there’s a lake or a public market. Whatever

First off, I’m not a travel photographer. I don’t have the resources to travel to
exotic places for extended periods of time just to make photos.
Second off, when I do wind up visiting some place new, it’s typically for a visit
with family or a non-photography, work-related event. Either way, time is
often limited when I travel.
That was the case last week when my wife and I flew 2,699 miles across the
U.S. to Washington to visit with family. Between visiting with folks in Seattle
for under twelve hours and then trekking over the Cascades to Cashmere to
see more family for a few days before circling back to Seattle for the flight
back east, there was very little free time for hunting out good shots.
But this didn’t stop me from making some photographs I’m pleased with, and
I think it’s because I approach my travel photography with very few expectations and follow the same game plan where ever I go. So, from this non-travel photographer, here are my tips for coming away with memorable images
from any trip.
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Seattle, Washington. 15 seconds f16 ISO100

it is, I jot it down as a possible shot. Also, do a search of images for where
ever you’re heading. I guarantee you there are photographers there who’ve
already taken great shots, so why not capitalize on their location scoping?
And finally, if you know anyone who lives where you’re heading, ask them to
take an hour or so to give you a little tour of their world. I had my brother-

Travel tips from a non-travelling photographer
in-law drive me up to
the salmon hatchery on
the Columbia River he
oversees. It was on the
drive up that I spotted the
painted barn in the lede
shot of this post, and at
the hatchery that I noticed
the concrete pilons that I
thought made for a neat
composition.

by Josh Larkin (tonupbandit)

as my sister-in-law decided we could squeeze in a quick spin through Pike
Place and her apartment building roof had a view of the Space Needle. Sure,
I’m glad I have those shots, but I’m much happier with my sunrise shot of
Lake Union.
Steal time
Maybe the above shot tipped you off to what I’m going to bring up next stealing time. If you’re on a work trip, things never start much before 8 a.m.,
and even that early is a rarity I’ve found. If you’re visiting with family, most of
them are probably still in slumberland in the wee hours. But even if you’re not
a morning person, force the issue. Get up, get out, explore and shoot.

Forget the attractions
Seriously. You can find
photos of big attractions
for purchase online if
you need to have them.
Instead, just shoot what
catches your eye as you’re
going about your business.
Spend time with family or on your work, but
grab shots as life goes by,
the way a photojournalist
would.
Don’t get me wrong, if
you can get a shot of the
Cashmere, Washington. 1/100th f16 ISO400
tourist attraction, have at
it, just don’t pass up a handful of other great moments that you’d miss by
waiting in line to get the same shot a thousand other tourists are going to
take. In the end, your shot of the random street corner scene you shot while
taking a quick 20 minutes to yourself will bring back way more memories
than that shot of the memorial statue. In my case, I got a little lucky in Seattle
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Chelan, Washington. 1/400 f11 ISO200

Travel tips from a non-travelling photographer

by Josh Larkin (tonupbandit)

Travel light
I used to cram a whole lot of equipment into my bag when travelling, reasoning that decision by saying “well I want to be prepared for whatever comes
up.” The thing is, if I’m going someplace for a week or less, I’ve learned to
slim it down to the bare minimum. Why? Well, lugging a heavy bag of gear
around gets pretty lame after a few hours, and since I’m usually on the go
when I’m travelling, it’s best to have a manageable weight hanging off my
shoulder. Also, I rarely wind up using more than a standard zoom and a single
body. Here’s what I generally take if I’m flying:
D7000
D2x
Tamron 70-200mm
A standard zoom
SB-600 speedlight and Sto-Fen diffuser

Waterville, Washington. 1/160th f16 ISO200

I don’t normally get out very early. Unfortunately for me, the Golden Hour
doesn’t really fit with my schedule. Except when I travel. At those times, I’m
usually up and out before dawn, wandering the streets and finding scenes
that catch my eye. Of course, the light is always fantastic in the morning, but
for me, I love watching new places wake up and get moving.
Now Cashmere, Washington isn’t exactly a booming metropolis, nor is it a
destination spot full of excitement. Early morning, it’s just like any other small
place. Except that it sits smack in the center of the apple capital of the U.S.
When we first arrived, the two things that stuck out to me were the apple
crates all over town, and the desert hills. So, on morning one I was up and
out and able to grab this shot of an early morning light breaking over apple
crates stacked up along the desert hill. And the best part: by the time I
returned to my family’s house, coffee and breakfast were ready!
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Lens cleaning supplies
If I’m checking a bag, I’ll cram a tripod in there as well, but that’s a rarity
on most trips. And that’s also a little tip -- don’t check your gear. Honestly,
I don’t trust anyone with my equipment, least of all the baggage gorillas at
the airport. So whatever you want to bring, make sure you can fit it into the
overhead, and it doesn’t necessarily hurt to throw a t-shirt or two strategically
in there for extra padding.
Put the camera down
As a photographer, I’m guilty of spending way, way too much time watching
the world pass by my lens. One thing I’ve learned though, it’s important to
just experience a new place without being overly concerned about capturing
the moment. By all means, shoot, but remember to just enjoy watching and
being part of the scene as well.

Photo Pro Shop Specials
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Color Management
At the Nikonians community forums, ever since the spread of digital imaging, this question pops
up frequently: “Should I calibrate my monitor?
This is the answer: “An accurately calibrated and profiled monitor is the foundation of any color
management workflow no matter how elaborate and is required. Otherwise, you are basically
shooting in the dark.”
Our source is Nikonians Moderating Team member Ernesto Santos (esantos), whose landscape
photography work has been exhibited at the Smithsonian.
Color management, as applied to digital imaging, is the process of controlling color as it travels
from capturing devices, such as a
camera sensor or a scanner, to the
end product. That product could
be an image on a monitor, tablet
or even phone screen or an image
from a projector or a print.
The fun part is that we can
achieve this very simply, even
when the details may sound (and
are) complex, thanks to readily available and highly accurate
instruments that measure color
such as colorimeters and spectrophotometers.
Coupled with easy to use software, like those produced by
datacolor, anyone interested in
consistent color can eliminate the
frustration of color shifts from
image capture, to display, to final
output.
Monitor “calibration” is actually a two-step process. First comes calibration of the display, adjusting it to a given target set of white point (color temperature), luminance (brightness), and
contrast. This is the means to make the device come back to a repeatable state.
The second step is profiling, the creation of an accurate description of such state through the
use of numerical color values in the form of a Look Up Table (LUT), a series of adjustments that
map the native color capabilities of the monitor to a set of known reference color values, so
such known colors can be accurately translated into the best matching display colors. You could
say that (at computer startup) software and hardware talk to each other to produce consistent
display accuracy.
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Once the process is done there can be a higher confidence to make post-processing changes
to your images, sure that those changes will be reproduced as intended. Printer profiling works
similarly so now you can match what you see on screen to the images you print.
datacolor lists seven reasons to color calibrate your monitor. We agree because they match some
of the most frequently asked questions from our members:
1. Displays render the exact same image differently
Calibration tunes your display to a reference standard and brings greater color consistency across
different displays.
2. Displays do change over time
Luminance can change by 25% over a year. Recalibration returns it to reference state for brightness and color. Even high-end monitors need recalibration.
3. Prints often do not match display
Whether you print yourself or order prints to be made elsewhere, color mismatches between the
display and the print can be frustrating, to say the least. Display calibration provides a base for improved print matching.
4. Wide gamut display inaccuracies
Wide-gamut displays may show oversaturated and unnatural colors that need and can be standardized and corrected
through color calibration.
5. Highlight and shadow detail loss
Control of brightness, white point and tone response through
calibration results in accurate display of highlights and shadows.
6. White point is inconsistent and greys are not neutral
White point varies by up to 20% on un-calibrated displays.
Calibration makes the white point consistent and produces
balanced, neutral greys.
7. Image colors are not true to life
A calibrated display renders camera images with high color fidelity. You can edit and adjust your
images with greater control and confidence. This is important even if you don’t print but only
display in the web.
There is much misunderstanding of color management in digital imaging, sadly repeated over
and over as truth in Internet. We can count amongst our good fortunes, having true experts in
the Nikonians community to guide you and having met datacolor, making available effective and
affordable tools, now in their fourth generation, to solve our intermediate, advanced and professional photographers color management problems.

New From Nikon
The Nikon D5200 debuts

Here’s the latest from Nikon Tokyo:

Nikon Tokyo announced the Nikon D5200 in most markets (except the USA) in early
November.
USA availability and prices should come in early January 2013.
The new DX-format Nikon D5200, features 24.1-million pixels, 39-point AF system
and a 2,016-pixel RGB sensor.
While rated as an entry level camera, the D5200 boasts enhancements rivaling some
of Nikon’s top models.
According to Nikon’s Press Release, the image processing engine is equivalent to the
EXPEED 3 built into high-end Nikon D4, D800, D800E, and D600 digital SLR cameras
for superior resolution, and image quality with very little noise at high sensitivities.
The new camera serves
as an eventual successor to the Nikon D5100
(released April 2011).
It boosts the sensor
resolution from 16.2
million pixels to 24.1,
the burst shooting rate
jumps from four frames
per second to five, and
the D5100 Multi-CAM
1000 11 point autofocus system is replaced
with the 39-point MultiCAM 4800DX.
Further enhancements
include a stereo microphone input, metering improvements and support for Nikon’s
Wireless Mobile Adapter WU-1a and the new Wireless Remote Controller WR-R10/
WR-T10 (both available separately).
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This camera is equipped with a new Nikon DX-format CMOS sensor with an effective pixel count of 24.1-million pixels and an image-processing engine equivalent to
EXPEED 3 built into the D4 flagship camera. It offers the superior basic performance
needed for full-scale photography in a compact and lightweight body.
The D5200 offers the same side-hinged vari-angle monitor as the D5100 that enables
flexible shooting from any angle, high or low, making even self portraits possible. It is
an entry-level model that meets photo enthusiasts’ demands for full-scale photography
capabilities with its new Nikon DX-format CMOS sensor with an effective pixel count
of approximately 24-million pixels as well as an image-processing engine equivalent to
EXPEED 3 built into high-end Nikon D4, D800, D800E, and D600 digital SLR cameras
for superior resolution, and image quality with very little noise at high sensitivities.
The standard range of sensitivities covers a broad range of ISO 100 to ISO 6400, with
support for additional expansion to equivalents up to ISO 25600 (Hi 2). It also offers
the most focus points available in its class–39–for fast and reliable focus acquisition
and tracking. The Scene Recognition System, made possible with the same 2,016-pixel
RGB sensor found in high-end Nikon cameras, more accurately analyzes scene brightness and color information, which is then reflected in autofocus, automatic-exposure,
i-TTL balanced fill-flash, and auto white-balance control.

New From Nikon
The D-Movie
function supports recording
of full-HD 1920
x 1080 60i/50i
movies
for
sharp HD movies
exhibiting
excellent detail.
The D5200 is
also equipped
with Special Effects mode that
enables the application
and
adjustment of
special effects
with shooting.
Combining
a
variety of effects with a vari-angle LCD monitor that enables shooting from a wide
range of angles significantly broadens imaging expression possibilities with both still
image and movie recording.
What’s more, the D5200 is compatible with the Wireless Mobile Adapter WU-1a and
the new Wireless Remote Controller WR-R10/WR-T10 (both available separately) for
collaboration with smart devices and more possibilities for remote control over the
camera, making the D5200 more convenient than its predecessor. When the WU-1a is
connected to the camera, images can be transferred to a smart device, such as a smart
phone or tablet*, and the smart device can also be used to control camera shooting
remotely. In addition, the new WR-R10 (transceiver) and WR-T10 (transmitter) enable
remote control over the camera from greater distances and broader angles than are
possible with infrared remote controls for simple and convenient remote control even
through obstacles. The WR-T10 can be used to control the camera to which the WRR10 is connected. However, it can also control multiple cameras to which WR-R10s
have been connected, enabling smooth remote control over a number of cameras.
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Nikonians®
has been steadily moving forward in keeping
pace with our ever evolving technology!

Have you seen our Apps in iTunes?
DOF Calculator, mGallery, PhotoProShop,
Podcasts, and more!

Be on the go, and in the now!
Keep up-to-date with news, forums, eZines, gallery posts
and of course, your purchases with the Photo Pro Shop, or simply
shop-’til-you-drop! Simply visit iTunes and type in Nikonians,
and see the full list available for iPhone and iPads.

Calendar
Fotomessen Oslo
Feb 8, 2013 - Feb 10, 2013
Efrain Padro leads our Puerto Rico Photography Adventure - February 16-23,
2013
Michael A. Mariant leads our Yosemite in Winter: A Season of Contrast
workshop in February 2013, Big Sur: From the Coast to the Canyonstrip in
April, 2013 and Giant Redwoods of Northern California workshop in June
2013.

Fotomessen Oslo is one of the largest photography exhibitions in Norway and attracts
photo-enthusiasts from all over Scandinavia. All the leading manufacturers and
distributors in the industry are represented at the fair to present their current products
and services. Visitors can learn about the latest camera and camcorder models as well
as other photo accessories.
More information available at www.fotomessen.com.

Mike Hagen leads the - Iceland Photo and Bird Adventure - Summer 2013 and
the African Photo Safari, Tanzania - November 2013

Wedding Photographers International gather in March 2013
March 7-14, 2013

Check on workshops coming to a location near you at our Nikonians Academy
Home Page.

WPPI Conference+Expo is the premiere industry event for photographers and imagemakers specializing in the creative and business aspects of wedding and portrait
photography. Each year, nearly 16,000 professional and aspiring photographers attend
WPPI to learn new techniques from industry leaders, build new relationships to grow
their business, experience new products and solutions from major manufacturers to
improve their productivity, and enjoy the many attractions in Las Vegas.

Faking It - Manipulated Photography Before Photoshop
October 11, 2012–January 27, 2013
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City

The urge to modify camera images is as old as photography itself—only the methods
have changed. Nearly every type of manipulation we now associate with digital
photography was also part of the medium’s pre-digital repertoire: smoothing away
wrinkles, slimming waistlines, adding people to a scene (or removing them)—even
fabricating events that never took place.
This international loan exhibition traces the history of manipulated photography from
the 1840s through the early 1990s, when the computer replaced manual techniques
as the dominant means of doctoring photographs. Most of the two hundred pictures
on view were altered after the negative was exposed—through photomontage,
combination printing, overpainting, retouching, or, as is often the case, a blend of
several processes. In every instance, the final image differs significantly from what
stood before the camera at any given moment.
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WPPI is a week-long event combining educational seminars with a major industry
trade show and networking events, all designed around learning the latest techniques,
building new relationships and growing a businesses in a friendly, fun environment –
all at one time, in one place.
The WPPI 2013 Conference + Expo, will take place at the MGM Grand in Las Vegas.
Registration opens soon.

Nikonians attending the 12th Annual Nikonians Adventure Trip (ANPAT) in New Mexico prepare for sunrise shots in the early morning hours. The photo by Ruedi Stähli (ruedi), from Switzerland,
shows Dennis Owens (DennisOwens), an American living in Germany and Albert Esschendal (alberte), from The Netherlands, setting up for their first shots. Ruedi tells us it was very cold. He used
his Nikon D800 set to ISO 800 with a 3 second exposure at an f/14 aperture on his AF-S NIKKOR 14-24mm f/2.8G ED lens to catch the action. We’ll have more images from the 12th ANPAT in
our special edition of The Nikonians eZine (issue #54) next month.
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